Data Analytics
Automated. Efficient. Accurate.
Controlling costs and improving business processes is becoming
increasingly challenging for organizations as business systems and
the data housed within those systems grow in volume and complexity.
From basic data maintenance to streamlining complex data collections,
Hancock Askew professionals help clients automate and optimize
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business processes streamlining functions that typically require
valuable organizational resources to complete.

Services

Hancock Askew works with clients to:
• Interview employees to identify data-related tasks more

• Predictive Modeling – Analyze trends, patterns, and
relationships to predict outcomes.

appropriate for automation.
• Prepare custom data infrastructures by finding the

• Data driven decision making – Provide management

best tools and products that align with the unique

with business-wide visibility into multiple scenarios to

requirements of each company’s business environment.

optimize performance.

• Implement custom software robotics automation and

• Tableau/Microsoft Power BI Dashboard –
Implementation and continuous audit monitoring

employee training programs in order to ensure seamless
integration with existing resources and processes.

• Business intelligence and risk analysis – Make smart
decisions more quickly by embedding analytics into
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key areas of operations, including sales and marketing,

Hancock Askew’s professionals have experience in compiling
and analyzing large sets of data. We advise clients on master data
management strategies, including methodologies that address
both structured and unstructured data.

financial operations, and supply chain.
• Data Analytics Strategy – Building data frameworks to
help execute your business intelligence plan.
• Business Process Automation Consulting

Our team has experience in acquiring data from various
environments, irrespective of its format or the systems in which it
is contained. We also assist clients in application development by
ensuring we understand both the business need and the technical
specifications.

Benefits
Hancock Askew’s approach makes it possible to:
• Spend more time consuming data, less time gathering
• Automate standard business processes
• Save time and resources by identifying and improving
data inefficiencies
• Improve quality of work products
• Maintain data and document security

The Next Step
Explore your options. Visit our website to learn
more about how we can work together for your
success.

www.hancockaskew.com/dataanalytics

Offices in Georgia and Florida

